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Right Path Party 
Flushes One Million Toilets 

for the Environment

Right Path Party leader and green campaigner Jeremy McClintock says he is “delighted” by the response 
to last month’s London Flushathon in which an estimated one million Londoners fl ushed their toilets for 
the environment.

The event took place between 8pm and 9pm on Saturday 14 July and was jointly coordinated by Green 
Piss, an environmental awareness group aiming to highlight water leakage problems in the UK’s ailing 
metropolitan sewage systems.  

According to Mick Hart, Acting Strategy Project Liaison Chief and Regional Head of Communications and 
Coordination Policy Design Director of Green Piss: 

“We have very reliable fi gures informing us that at least one million households in the Greater London 
area took part in the Flushathon. If each household fl ushed their toilet six times, that’s 36 million litres of 
water down the drain. That’s a hugely powerful statement that the water companies simply cannot afford to 
ignore.”

Jeremy McClintock agrees, adding: “This is a wake-up call for the water companies. Two years ago Thames 
Water was leaking 882 million litres of water per day. Do we want to see water rationing in the UK? If they 
don’t get their act together soon then people will have to start fl ushing their loos with Perrier.”

Meanwhile the Right Path Party, which helped coordinate the Flushathon, has several green events in the 
pipeline leading up to Christmas.

“This is only the beginning,” says Jeremy. “The Right Path Party is gaining momentum and green issues 
are top of our autumn agenda. We intend to keep ramming the message home to the water companies that 
leaky pipes are unacceptable. It’s time they woke up and smelt the fair trade coffee.”

The Right Path Party has attracted growing public support in recent months, thanks in large part to the 
popularity of Jeremy’s weekly blog. Jeremy’s website receives on average 65,000 visitors per week.
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